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Introducing Arcana
Arcana's mission is to awaken a stronger interest in nature 
by embellishing the everyday with beauty and meaning, 
transforming homes into havens with heirloom woven blankets 
and cushion covers, sustainable fine art prints and gallery 
embroidered patches. 

Our collections are infused with the 3 things we are most 
passionate about: nature, education and art. 

Ria Mishaal, an artist & science educator behind Arcana, creates 
art that tells real natural world stories. She believes in the power 
of bringing beauty and depth to the things we use every day.

In a world of throwaway, of discarding and the disposable, we 
champion longevity and sustainability. More than pretty interiors 
and inspirational décor, Arcana is about design led education 
and inspiring connection with nature and creativity.

Wrap yourself up in a world of wildlife and wonder.
Change begins at home.

Facing page: Indoor Jungle Window blanket
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Our ethos is one of education. We believe that authentic 
change takes place following deep-bedded knowledge. 
We wanted to create something that wasn’t just pretty 
but purposeful. 

The intricacy and the artwork has been designed so that 
it shows the depth and distinction behind each species. 
Every time you curl up, we want you to see something 
new and for change to unfold, imitating the magic of the 
natural world.

Every piece in our collections comes with a guidebook or 
gatefold companion, to learn about the inspiration and 
origin of the artwork. This has been written to inspire 
curiosity, with accuracy in natural history and with 
authenticity.

Backed by science, designed with soul and educating 
through art, Arcana is all about alchemy. Fusing the real 
world with the natural world. Not just appreciating it, but 
understanding it. Arcana represents the great secret of 
nature, celebrating it and sharing it.

We promise education & beauty to inspire change.

The Arcana Ethos

Left ot right: Wild Oak Autumn blanket, Night Garden blanket and Forest Flight blanket.
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WILDLORE GALLERY PATCHES
Our Wildlore gallery patches are miniature works of art, stunning 
embroidery weaving the story of species symbolic in our culture, 
intended to embellish your every day and bring the beauty of 
nature into your world. 

Celebrating our cultural connection with different plants and 
animals, these 'gallery patches' are more than embellishments; 
they are educators, conversation starters, and connectors to the 
grand tapestry of life.
 
Each patch comes in a gate-fold presentation card, not only 
creating a beautiful moment of reveal, but also educating on the 
science and symbolism of the piece. Grouped around popular 
meanings, the patches symbolise fortune, friendship and many 
identifiable traits that make them irresistible gifts. 

The back of the gate-fold card (shown opposite) also suggests how the 
patches might be used - for example, framed as embroidered works of 
art, used to embellish clothing or bags, combined to make original art on 
pennant flags, or used to embellish your favourite notebook or sketchbook.

Choose from 12 designs to create your own unique mix of meanings for 
your customers, for example 'The Loved', 'The Joyful' and 'The Hopeful' 
are wonderful choices for a gardening enthusiast. 

The full list of meanings are: The Long Lived, The Authentic Path, The 
Transformed, The Protected, The Resourceful, The Fortunate, The 
Individual, The Joyful, The Loved, The Tenacious, The Kindred and The 
Hopeful.



THE LONG LIVED

Elephant & Monstera
SKU: PT-WL-001

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25

THE AUTHENTIC PATH

Dragonfly & Fern
SKU: PT-WL-002

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25

THE TRANSFORMED

Frog & Lotus
SKU: PT-WL-003

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25

THE PROTECTED

Hedgehog & Thistle
SKU: PT-WL-004

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25



THE RESOURCEFUL

Squirrel & Oak
SKU: PT-WL-005

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25

THE FORTUNATE

Bullfinch & Peony
SKU: PT-WL-006

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25

THE INDIVIDUAL

Giraffe & Protea
SKU: PT-WL-007

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25

THE JOYFUL

Hummingbird & Zinnia
SKU: PT-WL-008

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25



THE LOVED

Ladybird & Strawberry
SKU: PT-WL-009

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25

THE TENACIOUS

Turtle & Succulents
SKU: PT-WL-010

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25

THE KINDRED

Wolf & Sunflower
SKU: PT-WL-011

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25

THE HOPEFUL

Monarch & Anemone
SKU: PT-WL-012

RRP £15.00
Wholesale £6.25
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FINE ART PRINTS
Our fine art prints, produced on sustainable agave paper, 
continue our thread of conscious craftsmanship, and come with 
detailed information about the artwork. 

Each art print is carefully made on Hahnemühle Agave 290gsm 
paper, a choice that reflects both quality and care for the 
environment. This special paper, made with 70% sustainable 
sisal fibres, offers a natural, bright white background that 
brings out the true colours of the artwork. It's free from optical 
brighteners, so the colours you see are pure and vibrant.

The texture of the paper is unique – it's slightly rough yet 
pleasantly soft to the touch, adding a real depth to every image. 
We use a matte coating that ensures each detail of your art is 
captured perfectly, with rich blacks and clear contrasts.

We print with Epson Ultrachrome Pro archival inks, known for 
their durability and vibrant colours. These inks help make sure 
your print will last a long time and continue to inspire. The paper 
is also acid- and lignin-free, meeting high standards for age 
resistance.

Each piece comes in a biodegradable sleeve. On the back of 
the packaging, you will find detailed notes on how the print was 
made and the story of the art piece. 

From the science to the symbolism of the subject, each 
description continues Arcana's mission to encourage 
connection with the natural world though art. 



WHISPERS OF FORTUNE

Bullfinch & Hawthorn
SKU: PR-10in-001

RRP £35.00
Wholesale £15.00

THE FORTUNATE

Bullfinch & Peony
SKU: PR-10in-002

RRP £35.00
Wholesale £15.00

APHRODITE

Calycanthus aphrodite
SKU: PR-10in-005

RRP £35.00
Wholesale £15.00

INTERTIDAL STORY

The intertidal ecosystem
SKU: PR-10in-004

RRP £35.00
Wholesale £15.00

FLYCATCHER
SKU: PR-8in-003

RRP £35.00
Wholesale £15.00

BLUE TIT
SKU: PR-8in-002

RRP £35.00
Wholesale £15.00

PEONIES
SKU: PR-8in-001

RRP £35.00
Wholesale £15.00

INTERTIDAL FRIENDS

Seaweed & Sea Stars
SKU: PR-10in-003

RRP £35.00
Wholesale £15.00



HAPPINESS

Hummingbird, Geraniums & Pink Roses
SKU: PR-8in-004

RRP £35.00
Wholesale £15.00

THE FORAGER

Blue Tit & Oak
SKU: PR-8in-005

RRP £35.00
Wholesale £15.00

WILD OAK

SKU: PR-8in-006
RRP £35.00

Wholesale £15.00

NIGHT STORY

Little Magpie Moth & Bindweed
SKU: PR-8in-007

RRP £35.00
Wholesale £15.00
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ARCANA TAPESTY BLANKETS
Our blankets are woven from 75% recycled cotton, 20% spun 
cotton and 5% polyester that is required in the recycled cotton 
portion to retain its strength. 

All the colours you see are woven from just six colours of 
threads, which can be seen in the 1.5 inch fringing on the edge. 
Two edges show the colours, two show black and white threads. 
Each soft tapestry blanket contains over 8 miles of yarn. 

Because the blankets are woven, every one is reversible, 
showing different colours on the back. 

Machine Washable Recycled Cotton
From cosying up with a book to lying on the beach, you can use 
your blanket everywhere at any time of year, as the lightweight 
nature of the fabric allows amazing versatility. You can hand or 
even machine wash the blanket in cold water on a delicate cycle 
using a mild detergent, so you don’t need to worry about loving it 
and taking it everywhere.

This page: Indoor Jungle Brew  blanket. Facing page clockwise from top left: Night Garden 

blanket, Night Garden Wrap blanket, Wild Oak Duotone blanket, Wild Oak Autumn blanket. 



CELEBRATING THE CONNECTION BETWEEN HOUSE PLANTS & MENTAL HEALTH

Plants spread positivity, improving our moods, reducing stress and 
increasing productivity and concentration, they have even been proven 
to increase pain tolerance. This is plant power. 

In this collection, we embrace plants inside, woven into the very fabric 
of your home: featuring species such as Maranta, Calathea and iconic 
Monstera. 

Welcome to the Indoor Jungle.

INDOOR JUNGLE

This page, top and below 

far right: Indoor Jungle 

Window blanket (blue). 

Right: Indoor Jungle 

Brew blanket (red). 

Facing page: Indoor 

Jungle Brew blanket and 

Indoor Jungle cushion.



NIGHT GARDEN
When the lights go out and the night draws in, your garden fills 
with life. Celebrating back garden biodiversity, you’ll discover 
moths for every month of the year, paired with the plants that 
hungry caterpillars feed upon. With art imitating nature, the 
blanket is filled from ground to tree level, plants climbing up the 
edges untethered and coming alive with an abundance of nightlife. 
Spot the rose chafer beetle in its iridescent green splendour.

A NOCTURNAL NARRATIVE

This page, top: 

Night Garden Duotone blanket; 

bottom: Night Garden Wrap 

blanket. 

Facing page: Night Garden 

blanket.



WILD OAK
Oak trees are embedded in our culture and deserved a dedicated 
collection: a haven for 2,300 species, nurtured by different parts of 
this majestic tree. Find the oak growing in the blanket folds. Green 
woodpeckers, purple emperors, blue ground beetles and faithful 
squirrels are attracted to the oak, and like animals to the Arc, the 
wildlife is supported by this tree. Strengthened and safe, oak is a 
sanctuary for creatures of all shapes and sizes.

A TREE OF WISDOM AND SANCTUARY

This page, top: Wild Oak Autumn blanket; bottom, left: Wild Oak Wrap blanket; bottom, right: Wild 

Oak Summer blanket. Facing Page: Wild Oak Duotone blanket & Forager and Patterned cushions. 



FOREST FLIGHT
There’s an abundance of things to see in 
the Belizean rainforest. Look up to find tree 
species, cedar, cecropia and firebush, housing 
a party of woodpeckers, hummingbirds, 
oropendolas, euphonias, trogans and toucans. 
Let your imagination take flight, see what you 
can find.

THE BEAUTY AND BIODIVERSITY OF THE 
BELIZEAN RAINFOREST

This spread: Forest Flight blanket and 

Forest Flight Hummingbirds cushion



POLLINATION
The summer garden, overflowing with colour and scent, full of 
flowers designed to attract insect visitors. These pollinators travel 
from flower to flower, feeding on sweet nectar and pollen. In 
exchange, they transfer pollen from plant to plant, helping the plant 
reproduce. The alliance between insects and plants  is as old as the 
first flowering plants, some 130 million years ago. This collection 
celebrates the ancient relationship between insects and plants, co-
evolved to survive and thrive. 

AN ANCIENT ALLIANCE

This page, left: Pollination Bloom Wrap blanket; right: Pollination Bloom blanket; 

Facing Page: Pollination Meadow blanket



INTERTIDAL
As the tide goes out, the secrets of the ocean can be discovered. 
The intertidal zone, a place submerged in water at high tide and 
exposed at low tide, is a unique environment where you’ll find a 
wealth of creatures and plants seeking refuge in rock pools and 
nestling in the sand: sea stars to seaweeds, sea snails, anemones 
and crabs. This collection is owed to these beautiful jewels of the 
coastal change. 

SEAWEED TO SEA STARS

This page, top: 

Intertidal Wrap blanket; 

bottom: Intertidal Star blanket. 

Facing page: Intertidal Sand blanket.



SPRING BOTANICAL
Our first Limited Edition blanket, limited to 50 pieces. 
Celebrating the iconic first blooms of the season, that with their 
emergence bring hope and joy for the year ahead. Fritillaries, 
narcicus, crocus, lily of the valley, forget-me-knots, anemones, 
bluebells, primroses, snow drops, muscari and hellebores.

THE EMERGENCE OF HOPE & JOY

All pictures show the limited edition 

Spring Botanical blanket. 

This blanket is in our largest size, 

perfect for throwing across a bed 

or sofa.



NIGHT GARDEN WRAP
SKU: BK-NG-003

Wrap / Little

54" x 40" (137x101cm) 

RRP £145

Wholesale £66.00

NIGHT GARDEN
SKU: BK-NG-001

Large

84" x 62" (214x157cm) 

RRP £265

Wholesale £120.50

NIGHT GARDEN DUOTONE
SKU: BK-NG-002

Medium

72" x 54" (183x137cm) 

RRP £225

Wholesale £102.50

POLLINATION MEADOW
SKU: BK-PN-001

Large

84" x 62" (214x157cm) 

RRP £265

Wholesale £120.50

POLLINATION BLOOM
SKU: BK-PN-002

Medium

72" x 54" (183x137cm) 

RRP £225

Wholesale £102.50

POLLINATION WRAP
SKU: BK-PN-003

Wrap / Little

54" x 40" (137x101cm) 

RRP £145

Wholesale £66.00

Please note blankets are not shown to scale relative to one another.



INTERTIDAL STAR
SKU: BK-IT-001

Large

84" x 62" (214x157cm) 

RRP £265

Wholesale £120.50

INTERTIDAL WRAP
SKU: BK-IT-003

Wrap / Little

54" x 40" (137x101cm) 

RRP £145

Wholesale £66.00

INTERTIDAL SAND
SKU: BK-IT-002

Medium

72" x 54" (183x137cm) 

RRP £225

Wholesale £102.50

SPRING BOTANICAL
SKU: BK-LE-001

Large & Limited Edition (50)

84" x 62" (214x157cm) 

RRP £265

Wholesale £120.50



INDOOR JUNGLE WINDOW
SKU: BK-IJ-001

Medium square

62" x 62" (157x157cm) 

RRP £225

Wholesale £102.50

INDOOR JUNGLE BREW
SKU: BK-IJ-002

Medium square

62" x 62" (157x157cm) 

RRP £225

Wholesale £102.50

Please note blankets are not shown to scale relative to one another.

INDOOR JUNGLE WRAP
SKU: BK-IJ-003

Wrap / Little

54" x 40" (137x101cm) 

RRP £145

Wholesale £66.00

FOREST FLIGHT
SKU: BK-FF-001

Large

84" x 62" (214x157cm) 

RRP £265

Wholesale £120.50



WILD OAK SUMMER
SKU: BK-WO-001

Large

84" x 62" (214x157cm) 

RRP £265

Wholesale £120.50

WILD OAK DUOTONE
SKU:  BK-WO-003

Large

84" x 62" (214x157cm) 

RRP £265

Wholesale £120.50

Please note blankets are not shown to scale relative to one another.

WILD OAK AUTUMN
SKU: BK-WO-002

Medium

72" x 54" (183x137cm) 

RRP £225

Wholesale £102.50

WILD OAK WRAP
SKU: BK-WO-004

Wrap / Little

54" x 40" (137x101cm) 

RRP £145

Wholesale £66.00
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ARCANA  CUSHION  COVERS
From woven recycled cotton covers, which show completely 
different designs front and back, to delicate printed organic 
cotton covers with gold zero waste fabric detailing. These 
covers have been hand sewn by an independent seamstress in 
Hampshire in England, and are machine washable. 

They are very special indeed.   

Our recycled cotton woven covers
These 43cm square cushion covers, woven with recycled cotton 
and edged with recycled linen piping. Woven in North Carolina 
by skilled weavers in a small family run business, and sewn by 
a seamstress in Hampshire, England, these cushion covers are 
washable at 30ºC on a gentle cycle.   

Our organic cotton printed covers
These 44cm square cushion covers feature a printed front made 
of certified 100% organic half panama cotton, with the back and 
piping made from a gold ochre herringbone fabric which is 'zero 
waste'.    

The zero waste fabric is created from surplus yarns that are 
left over from the sampling process or unused in previous 
collections in a Lancashire weaving mill. There is only a limited 
quantity of this fabric available, so these very special and 
luxurious cushions are limited edition.

Printed in England with OEKO-TEX and GOTS Certified Ink, and 
sewn by a seamstress in Hampshire, these cushion covers are 
also washable at 30ºC on a gentle cycle.               

This page from top to bottom: Cushion covers - Pollination Bloom Rose, Pollination Bloom Jade, Intertidal Shore 

Crab, Pollination Meadow (the latter also shown with the blanket of the same name on the previous spread). 



FOREST FLIGHT
SKU: CU-WO-001

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

INDOOR JUNGLE BREW
SKU: CU-WO-002

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

INDOOR JUNGLE WINDOW
SKU: CU-WO-003

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

INTERTIDAL SEA STAR
SKU: CU-WO-004

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

INTERTIDAL SEAWEED
SKU: CU-WO-005

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

INTERTIDAL SHORE CRAB
SKU: CU-WO-006

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

RECYCLED  COTTON  WOVEN  CUSHION  COVERS



WILD OAK DUOTONE
SKU: CU-WO-007

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

ELEPHANT HAWKMOTH
SKU: CU-WO-008

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

LITTLE MAGPIE MOTH
SKU: CU-WO-009

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

POLLINATION BLOOM JADE
SKU: CU-WO-010

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

POLLINATION BLOOM ROSE
SKU: CU-WO-011

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

POLLINATION MEADOW
SKU: CU-WO-012

43cm square cover only

front + back different

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

RECYCLED  COTTON  WOVEN  CUSHION  COVERS



FOREST FLIGHT HUMMINGBIRD
SKU: CU-CP-001

44cm square cover only

gold zero waste fabric detail

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

INDOOR JUNGLE GOLD
SKU: CU-CP-002

44cm square cover only

gold zero waste fabric detail

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

LITTLE MAGPIE GOLD
SKU: CU-CP-003

44cm square cover only

gold zero waste fabric detail

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

NIGHT GARDEN PATTERN
SKU: CU-CP-004

44cm square cover only

gold zero waste fabric detail

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

WILD OAK FORAGER
SKU: CU-CP-005

44cm square cover only

gold zero waste fabric detail

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

WILD OAK PATTERN
SKU: CU-CP-006

44cm square cover only

gold zero waste fabric detail

RRP £85.00

Wholesale £36.00

ORGANIC COTTON PRINTED  CUSHION  COVERS



Prices & Ordering
Minimum order

• The minimum order value is £150 for gifts (patches & prints only) and 
£575 for homeware (blankets and cushion covers) or homeware & gifts.

• Minimum pack size:  blankets and cushion covers - 2 of any one design; 
Patches and Prints - 6 of any one design.

•  All designs are only available in one size, as stated

Item (min design order #) RRP Ex VAT Wholesale

Gallery patch (6) £15 £6.25

Fine art print (6) £35 £15.00

Cushion cover (3) £85 £36.00

Little (wrap) blanket (3) £145 £66.00

Medium blanket (3) £225 £102.50

Large blanket (3) £265 £120.50

HOW TO MAKE AN ORDER

To make an order, please email ria@wearearcana.com for an order form. You 
will be sent an invoice, for payment via BACS. Once payment is received, your 
order will be placed and cannot be cancelled. 

All orders shipped to UK mainland will receive free shipping. Once payment is 
received, your order will be placed and cannot be cancelled.
OUR FULL CONTACT DETAILS
Ria Snaddon
ria@wearearcana.com
+44 (0) 7530 290967
Church Farm, Post Office Lane, Flax Bourton, Bristol, BS48 3QE

Terms & Conditions
Minimum order: The minimum order value is £150 for gifts and £575 for 
homeware or homeware & gifts. Minimum pack size:  blankets and cushion 
covers - 2 of any one design; Patches and Prints - 6 of any one design.

Display samples: For patches you will receive one free copy of each design 
the first time you order it. For cushion covers, you will receive one free 
cushion insert for each design you order, the first time you order it. Additional 
cushion inserts are available at cost price, please enquire. Cushion covers 
themselves, blankets and prints are not provided as free display samples. 

Shipping: All orders shipped to UK mainland will receive free shipping. 
Shipping for international orders and the Islands will be quoted when you 
place your order. Any local taxes and duties will be the responsibility and paid 
for by the client.

Prices: List prices are subject to change. Any local taxes, duties and customs 
fees are the responsibility of the customer. Prices are exclusive of VAT. For EU 
customers we will need your VAT number and EORI number.

Delivery: We carry a small stock to promote sustainable practices. If what you 
want is in stock, we will dispatch next day after payment is received. If we 
need to make your order, turn around time is 5-6 weeks for homeware, and 
4 weeks for gifts, from receipt of payment to delivery. During busy times or 
for large orders it may be longer. We will always let you know when you place 
your order. 

Payment terms: Once orders have been placed, they cannot be changed or 
cancelled. If not in stock, products are only made on receipt of payment. We 
are not currently VAT registered. 

Cancellations and returns: All orders are firm sale and we cannot accept 
any returns. In the event that an order arrives damaged or there are any 
discrepancies, please let us know by email within 5 working days of receiving 
the delivery.

Resale: If Arcana is sold online, credit must be given to Arcana in the product 
description. Retailers may not resell Arcana on any 3rd party online platforms 
such as Amazon, Not on the High Street, EBay etc. without prior permission in 
writing.

Acceptance of terms and conditions: Placement of order confirms acceptance 

of the above terms and conditions.



We believe in the nature within. 

Our collections are designed to awaken curiosity by combining 
natural history and art, translating art into texture and capturing 

the subtleties and intricacies of each species and story.

Arcana is about uncovering magic and appreciating beauty 
in homeware and accessories that tell a tale of texture, truth, 
wildlife and wonder. With change woven into our very fabric. 

That’s the nature of Arcana.

Our wholesale prices, terms & conditions and ordering process 
can also be found at 

https://wearearcana.com/wholesale
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https://wearearcana.com/pages/wholesale 

